John Ince His Booke: A medical notebook from the sixteenth century
JANET E. ALTON
A fascinating document has recently come to light which will be of great interest
to folklorists, historians of medicine, and professional herbalists alike. In form a
tiny, leather-bound notebook, in the main it is a “leechbook”, dated to the midsixteenth century: a compilation of herbal “recipes”, magic spells and charms, and
advice on how to lead a healthy life. Also included is an outline of the main
principles of the humoral system, a list of apothecary’s weights and measures, and
a list of the different compounds (pills, linctuses, etc.) into which herbs and other
items can be made for use as medicaments.
Part One of this article will discuss, using illustrative examples from the notebook,
what might constitute the “folklore” of herbs, and how ancient learning becomes
incorporated into and overlaps with later folk belief and practice. Part Two covers
what is known of the fascinating history of the notebook, with some supplementary
notes and suggestions as to its origins and purpose.
Part One: Contents of the Notebook
Origins of belief
Human beings have always sought to rationalise their actions, often by devising whole belief
systems. Observation is always at the root of these belief systems, but humans crave
explanations. They begin with an observation of the world, for instance the fact that we exist,
rocks exist, trees exist – so who made us, and them? We humans intentionally make tools and
weapons with our hands – so it follows that rocks and trees also must have an agency and a
will behind them; and from this, whole creation myths and global religious belief systems grow.
Something similar happened with medicine; it had been observed since time immemorial that
certain herbs held certain medicinal properties, so they came to be systematised, and indeed
rigidified into codes of practice, like so much else, in due time (in our case, 2000 years ago, as
we will see). We must remember that our ancestors were not dull-witted; they based their
beliefs and practices on what they deemed to be rational thinking. But there is also the human
tendency to push reasoning too far. For instance, what was observed to be eminently useful as
a medicine for a particular ailment could come to be seen as universally applicable (see the
discussion on elecampane, p. 4, and note 3 on bloodletting, below); and in some cases, a
dogmatic insistence on theoretical reasoning, entrenched in the aforesaid codes of practice,
meant that what came to be the “traditional” indications for a herb completely missed the point
of the true pharmacological properties of the particular herb. There is also the extremely
important issue of protection: self-aware humans need psychic as well as physical protection
from fate, evil, illness, death – and anything and everything was invoked with the aim of
preventing undesirable events, so that herbs came to be imbued with apotropaic powers, or had
to have spells or prayers recited over them to make them effective or to boost their efficacy.
We will see all of these imperatives exemplified in the little notebook under discussion.
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Folklore of herbs?
There are two main observations to be made before embarking on a commentary. Firstly, the
contents of the notebook cannot with entire accuracy be designated “folklore”. Much has been
recorded and written about folk medicine and the traditional use of herbs in everyday life (e.g.
Opie and Tatem, 1989, Vickery, 1995, Roud, 2003, Allen and Hatfield, 2004). The cures
documented in this notebook, and the systems on which they were based are, however, largely
in keeping with the medical orthodoxy of the time. Secondly, writings concerning the use of
herbs in the sixteenth century, from the point of view of a professional, practising Medical
Herbalist in the twenty first, are particularly interesting in that the two sides of the subject, the
folk (if we allow “folk” to be invoked here in the light of the previous comments) and the
medical, can be seen to overlap. The notebook’s authors refer to a surprising number of herbs
which are still used – because they actually do have therapeutic effects – by Medical Herbalists
today.
To begin with the contemporary context in which we must understand the contents of
the notebook: medical practice in the sixteenth century, as it had been from at least the time of
Hippocrates, was based on religious belief, astrology, superstition, and magic, though the
prevailing and most important paradigm was the Galenic system based on the four humours
(blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile) and the “temperaments” which would reflect an
excess of any of these humours in an individual (sanguine, choleric, melancholic, and
phlegmatic) together with “sympathetic medicine” – the Doctrine of Signatures (Evans and
Read, pp. 12-15). All of these practices were enshrined in the writings of eminent men from
many centuries earlier: Hippocrates (c460 - 375 BC), Celsus (c25 BC - c50 AD), Galen (c130
- c.210 AD), Avicenna (980 - 1037 AD); learned men at the major universities had sought to
appropriate these sacrosanct teachings to their exclusive control since those ancient times; and
they were not, at least until the Renaissance, to be questioned in the slightest degree. In the
mid-sixteenth century, university-trained physicians received their degrees largely on their
ability to memorise the writings of Galen and Avicenna by rote (Evans and Read, p. 31). There
were later medical works, even with beautiful illustrations of the plants, but they were
invariably rooted in the older treatises. The first two herbals printed in Britain were Richard
Banckes’s Herball of 1525, closely followed by a more popular illustrated one, Peter Treveris’s
Grete Herball, both derivative of earlier works, including, most importantly, those of the
physician-botanist Dioscorides (c40 - 90 AD).
In this context, the bulk of the contents of the notebook are not especially unusual, taken
contemporaneously, even if many of the ingredients and methods of administration appear
completely outlandish to modern eyes. However, what we also see in the notebook are the
stirrings of a phenomenon that gained ever more traction as the Renaissance progressed: the
rise of empiricism and an almost heretical readiness to question the ancients, notably in the
works of Paracelsus and Vesalius.1 What is striking in the notebook are the annotations
appended to many of the “recipes”. We are at the point in history where the English vernacular
is taking over from Latin, more and more people can read and write, and apothecaries, barbersurgeons, and ordinary village “cunning” men and women are wresting the medical tenets of
the ancients from the exclusive control of the physicians (and the monks, who have all just
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been turned out by Henry VIII). These upstart would-be doctors are combining the remedies
of the ancients with their own folk practices and beliefs, and for the first time daring to
pronounce whether or not a particular cure “works”. Many of the recipes in the notebook have
the word “provyd” appended to them – in other words “this one works”; while in one instance,
there is a flat denial of a remedy’s efficacy, as we will see. It has been suggested (see Part Two)
that the notebook was compiled by a physician, perhaps as a vade mecum (a handy medical
reference book, small enough to be carried about in a pocket), perhaps with a view to later
publication, but the research presented here will later cast some doubt on these conclusions,
partly for the reasons stated above.
We will continue with an overview of some of the herbs and recipes from the notebook,
noting folk usage and belief as they arise and as they overlap and intertwine with, or are
superimposed upon, the ancient dogma.
Recipes in which herbs are used rationally, according to present day practice
We may first observe that the notebook is typical of medical texts of the sixteenth century in
listing remedies for contemporary diseases which are largely absent in the twenty first century.
Plague, ague (a term variously applied to a form of malaria found in fen country, and more
generally to a feverish illness such as influenza), and “sweating sickness”, stalked the land in
recurrent epidemics. The “French pox” (probably used as an umbrella term for both syphilis
and gonorrhoea) was said to be a “new” disease (Evans and Read, p. 351) which had sprung
upon Europe in much the same way as HIV/AIDS was more recently to do, and was greeted
with hesitant but increasingly confident (though the confidence was largely misplaced) folk
cures. There are also references to cures for “worms” – and not just those affecting the bowel.
Worms got everywhere. Without an alternative explanation for the mysterious causes of
disease, it was widely held that tiny, invisible worms were responsible for certain conditions,
especially of the teeth, the ears, and the skin, but also the womb.2 But there are many other
references to ailments still familiar to modern eyes, and indeed references to herbal remedies
which are familiar to a present-day practitioner. Here is a remedy from the notebook which a
modern herbalist would recognise (though rather than tell the patient to drink the resulting
fluid, we might use the solid residues as a soothing poultice):
Poco p fystela
Take iij pt of egremone the other part of plantain & of the levys of olef on part &
let thes be small & cut & stampyd & melde wt whyt wyne & y sett ous the fyre &
sode then take hem of & strane heme & geue hem to drynke evsy day fyrste in ye
mornyng a quantyte
(“For a fistula / Take three parts of agrimony, one of plantain, and one of olive leaves; cut them
finely and bruise them; mix with white wine and set them on the fire to boil. Strain the mixture
and give the sick person a quantity to drink first thing every morning”)3
Agrimony’s astringent, anti-inflammatory properties would make it helpful for a fistula (an
abnormal opening connecting two internal organs or between an organ and the outer skin, often
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caused by ulceration, the most common site being the anus). Plantain contains demulcent
compounds, and olive leaves have antiseptic properties.
Here are a few more examples:
Broom in a recipe for dropsy. A major cause of “dropsy” (essentially oedema) is congestive
heart failure. Once featuring in the British Pharmocopoeia, the flowers/leaves of Cytisus
scoparius are still sometimes used by herbalists as a diuretic and mild cardiac stimulant, mixed
with other herbs to support heart function.
Burdock (Arctium lappa) in a remedy for eczema. Used today in mixes for skin conditions.
Cumin, fennel seed, and aniseed. In a recipe “t voyd wynd /ffor to breke wynde in the bely”,
we are directed to take some of each of these herbs, grind them to a powder, soak them in wine
or ale “& he shalbe hool on warandys” – guaranteed cure – as well it might be, given that these
remedies are used effectively to this day to relieve gastric discomfort.
Elder, variously used in remedies for fever, and as a purge. The berries and flowers of
Sambucus nigra, traditionally used for colds and flu, have been shown by modern research to
have antiviral and immune-supporting properties (e.g. Hawkins et al., 2019). Elderflowers
promote sweating, thus acting to moderate a fever. The roots and bark, on the other hand,
contain strong purgatives and are no longer used. The multiple therapeutic properties of the
elder are likely to be behind the strong associations of the plant with magic (see p. 10 below).
Elecampane. Modern herbalists would also recognise the value of the “chen kowhe” remedy
which uses “horshell” (elecampane) roots and honey to make a cough linctus. Much valued by
the ancients, elecampane (Inula helenium) is interesting because extracts of the roots are known
to herbalists today as an excellent pulmonary remedy, their volatile principles having antiinflammatory, antiseptic, and expectorant properties. It was used for the same purpose, made
into a linctus against “the cowgh that ys cald the chen kowhe” in the notebook. Chin(k)-cough
or King-cough are words still widely known in Yorkshire, usually to designate whooping cough
(EDD, p. 586); the words “chink” and “kink” have an old meaning of spasm, paroxysm (EDD
Online 3.0), which exactly describes the paroxysmal cough of whooping cough. Another recipe
recommends elecampane in a mixture “for ye rotelyng couhe” – a “ruttling” cough, a word
which takes me back to my childhood and my Rotherham-born mother’s use of the term for a
cough which causes a “rattling” sound in the respiratory tract.
Elecampane is one of the more obviously useful herbs and for centuries was widely
cultivated and available in commerce (Grieve, 1931), and I suggest that this may be why
mountebanks were able to fool people into thinking it would cure everything, touting it as a
panacea and selling it from the back of carts in the local markets.4 It was so wellknown as a
nostrum that it makes its appearance in certain mummers’ plays, where the “Doctor” character
may have a speech along the lines of: “Here I have a little bottle and I call it elecampane, made
from easy peasy peas, midges’ oil, and bumble bees’ gravy.”5 Curiously, the non-herbal
ingredients named here may be parodying – and only just parodying – those used in some of
the more outlandish concoctions described in the notebook (see Remedies made from animal
parts, below).
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Liquorice. One of the remedies, for “Rume in the hede” or a head cold, recommends a mixture
of (presumably dried, and available in commerce) liquorice, ginger, and mint, boiled in white
wine or ale. This mixture, to which modern herbalists typically add dried elderflower and
yarrow, would have been antipyrexic, decongestant, and comforting.
Vervain. Recommended in the notebook to promote the flow of breast milk: “… yf she luse
her mylke gyue her the juse of vervyne to drynke”. Vervain (Verbena officinalis) is another
herb with multiple therapeutic properties (and was thought at one time to have distinctly
magical properties; another example of the extrapolation from the specific to the general), but
its usefulness to a nursing mother is an indication still familiar to present-day herbalists.
Remedies based on the Doctrine of Signatures
The Doctrine of Signatures, or “sympathetic medicine”, variants of which are found in societies
all over the world (Bennett, 2008), holds that plants manifest a “signature” in their appearance
which reveals either what disease, or what organ, the plant might be good to treat. Examples
are walnuts, which resemble the two halves of the brain and were thus thought useful for
headaches and epilepsy, dandelions, whose yellow colour made them perfect for treating
disorders caused by too much yellow bile, and pilewort, whose spaghetti-like roots resemble a
particularly nasty case of haemorrhoids. Much has been written about the unreliable and
unscientific nature of this system, which dates back to Pliny the Elder, Galen, and Dioscorides,
and its purported basis in superstition. Of course there is some truth in these assertions; but
here again we must dig deeper into the apparent absurdities to get to the whole truth. I would
suggest that the Doctrine was formulated post facto: humans first noticed that certain plants
had distinct medicinal properties, and then, with the insatiable human desire to categorise,
rationalised these observations into a logical system.6 Dandelion roots, for example, are used
by herbalists as a liver remedy to this day. So, in contrast to the dismissal of the system as mere
ignorant superstition, it could be more rationally theorised that it acted as a kind of mnemonic,
the colour or shape of a plant reminding the physician of its properties and usage (Bennett,
2008). The Doctrine was later theologised when writers such as Dioscorides began saying that
God had shown men which plants to use by making them resemble the particular part of the
body which they were used to treat. No specific mention is made of the Doctrine of Signatures
in the notebook, but there are remedies which would seem to reflect the concept, as if it is
simply taken as read:
A thorny plant to treat a wound inflicted by a thorn:
Apothecary’s Rose
“ffor pscyng of senous” … yar well cm a crampe fro the plas yt ys hurt vpon to the
neke & draue hys schoudrys together yat he shall not opyn hys mouthe & men call
yt the pasm.”
(“For piercing of sinews:7 there will come a cramp spreading from the affected place to the
neck and causing the shoulders [of the sick person] to draw together and he will not be able to
open his mouth; it is called the spasm.”)
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An accurate description of the cause and effects of tetanus. Remedies made from roses were
once highly valued and appeared in the British Pharmacopoeia at least up to 1949. The
recommendation of rose oil applied to the wound may have been useful to help prevent a simple
infection (it is locally anaesthetic, and has astringent, antibiotic, and anti-inflammatory
properties), but certainly not once Clostridium tetani bacteria had got into the bloodstream,
which explains the further exhortation that the application must be made as soon as possible.
C. tetani lives in garden soil and is harmless on intact skin, but can be deadly if it is inoculated
into a wound – as in a wound produced by a sharp point. It is commonly held, even today, that
gardeners must be particularly careful not to get their hands pricked by rose thorns.8 Using rose
extracts to treat such wounds (and there are documented here at least three other remedies based
on roses, intended “to draw out a thorn”) was therefore completely logical in terms of
sympathetic medicine.
Ffor the jaloue jandys
Take saffron tumereke madynhere long pep poudr all thes & gyfe yt ye seke to
drynke ix dayes in gud ale & stall & he shalbe hool seker lye
(“For the yellow jaundice / Take saffron, turmeric, maidenhair, long pepper, powder all these
and give it to the sick person to drink for nine days in good stale ale,9 and he shall surely be
cured”)
The medicinal part of the saffron crocus is the stigmas, and of turmeric the root, both of which
are a vivid yellow colour, which would be matched on humoral principles to the
quintessentially “yellow” condition, jaundice (cf Thomas, p. 224). Turmeric root might well
have helped a liver condition. A magical number, in this case nine, makes an appearance here,
as in many of the other recipes.
Remedies based on animal parts
A large number of the remedies in the notebook include parts or indeed the whole of various
animals, or animal derivatives such as rendered fats, and faeces.
Keith Thomas (1971) discusses the psychology of medicine with specific reference to
the placebo effect, particularly prevalent in what he terms “a credulous age” (p. 250). A sort of
native psychology, though not then recognised or documented as such, is evident in many of
the notebook’s cures. Even today, and in many walks of life apart from medicine, people are
drawn much more to the exotic than to the workaday. One of the reasons medical orthodoxy
can be reluctant to acknowledge the efficacy of medicinal plants is surely rooted in an
instinctive disdain for the likes of nettles and dandelions, plants that grow in every ditch. (The
point here is that the instinctive reluctance is visceral and precedes intellectual reasoning,
which is secondary and is, at least in part, invoked to explain and justify the “gut feeling”).
While it is clearly acknowledged that some forty percent of all allopathic drugs in use today
had their origins in wild plants (U.S. Forest Service), they only became acceptable to orthodoxy
once specific extracts from the plants had been fixed on as the “active ingredients” and
concentrated, today indeed synthesised in a laboratory, made into pills, and administered by an
authoritative figure, possibly wearing a white coat. The sixteenth century version of this quasi-
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magical waving of esoteric substances in front of the patient is, in part, the use of impressive,
tricky-to-obtain ingredients. Aside from descriptions of purely herbal “cures”, there is a great
reliance in the notebook (as in Galen) on animal parts as a source of medicines in the “eye of
newt, toe of frog” vein: lungs, skin, whole bodies. We must also, of course, invoke the ancient
belief that wearing animal skins or masks, or ingesting parts of animals, would invest the user
with the powers and properties associated with that animal. In some ways this is perfectly
reasonable: a person suffering from iron-deficiency anaemia, for instance, would very likely
rally if fed with cooked liver or strengthening beef tea.
Ordinary lard, rendered from pigs, was commonly used up to recent times as the basis
for a liniment, mixed with appropriate herbs, but the use of more exotic sources for these
remedies goes back at least to Galen. Here are some prime examples from the notebook:
For achys : ffor the Syatyke & ffor the gout & for all maner of achys that brede in
man or womans bons
Take a queke Fox the fexer ys best & kep hem a lyve then take iij or iiij gallons of
oyle olleve & set yt on ye fyer in a bright pott of bras & make ytt to sethe then take
the fox & bind hem faste mouthe & all & put heme in to the pot quyke in to the
oyle & houlde hem fast down with a fork tel he be dede & let hem sethe xx iiij
ourys then take the oyle that ys of the Resedue kepe yt in a glase for enye maner of
ache in bone pvyd
& anoyent the place ther wt wher ys nede & let ytt in
(“For aches: for sciatica and gout and all kinds of aches affecting men’s or women’s bones. /
Take a live fox – the vixen is best – and keep it alive. Take three or four gallons of olive oil,
place in a clean brass pot, and set it on the fire to boil. Take the fox and bind it, mouth and all,
and put it alive into the oil. Hold it down with a fork until it is dead. Let it boil twenty four
hours, then take the resulting oil and keep it in glass for all kinds of bone-ache. Proven. / /
Apply it and work it in to wherever it is needed.”)
In a remedy “for ache in the bake or in the hede”, after recommending a poultice made
from brown bread soaked in rose vinegar (which recalls the “vinegar and brown paper” in the
nursery rhyme), the recipe advocates following the poultice with an ointment made thus:
Take a catt gelt or spayd & make yt Rede to the broche & stop her wt blake snals
// mayd clene after this maner // preke them wt a nall & cast them in a tubful of
nettels tell thaye be clensed of yar fleme & stuf ye cat yar with & Rost her well &
sauf the drepyns ther of & with ye same a noyent the pacyent & evry day the space
of ix dayes
hec doctor laughem myt cetsos valde neq
(“Take a cat, gelded or spayed, and prepare it for spit-roasting. Stuff the cat with black snails
which you have cleaned as follows: prick them with a nail and throw them in a tubful of nettles
until their slime (“phlegm”) has been cleaned off. Stuff the cat and roast it thoroughly, save the
drippings and apply them to the patient every day for nine days.
[Addendum, in a sort of dog Latin]: Doctor (Langton?) master thinks this is worthless”)
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What is a learned physician doing, calling the sacred teachings of the ancients into
question? This issue will be discussed in Part Two.
schyng gels
ffor the shen glys a pryncypal remede
Thys molody in maner ys lyke wylde fyre & yt wyll spryng & run a bout a man &
yff yt so doo yt ys right parlus & but dethe yff yt clepe a man a bout & the remade
ys ye take dovys doung that ys moyst & barly meyle of eche half a pound --(“Shingles / A principal remedy for the shingles / This malady behaves like a wild fire and it
will erupt suddenly and spread about a person and if it does this it is very dangerous and can
mean death if it completely encircles a person. The remedy is to take moist doves’ dung and
barley meal, half a pound of each …”)
An early reference to the widely-held belief – even today – that if the shingles rash meets
around the middle of the body it will be fatal (see Roud, p. 402). Seen rationally, if the rash
were to affect both sides of the body (which is rare) it would be a particularly serious case.
Magic
The idea of cures originating in the ancients’ writings being overlain with magical and religious
practices has been thoroughly explored by Keith Thomas (1971). We now move into the realms
of examples in the Ince notebook, doubtless with ancient learned connections, but with
additions based on folk magic and religious belief – and even explicitly magical spells.
ffor the tothe ake -Take burso pastorys & brusyt & lay yt to the tuthe yat akyth & yt shalbe hole for
vij yers ----- provyd
(“For toothache: Take Bursa pastoris [shepherd’s purse] and bruise it and apply it to the aching
tooth and it shall be whole for seven years – proven”)
Modern herbalists would not place any faith in this remedy to cure a toothache (though
the herb crops up in a journal article from 2013 [Kumar et al], its astringent properties being
suggested as a means of stopping bleeding after a tooth extraction). What is interesting is the
bold addition of the magical “seven years” to the claims for the Galenic remedy. The ancients
certainly had a system of mystical numbers, but by the sixteenth century many folk beliefs had
been tagged on to the basic system and its spheres of reference had widened considerably.10
Staying on the subject of teeth, which must have been the source of many trials to the
people of the time, we find remedies which claim to “draue a tothe wt out drauyng”, in other
words, to get rid of a bad tooth without having to go through the agony of having it pulled out,
which obviously people would try to avoid at all costs. While ivy sap can be irritant to the skin,
and tormentil yields astringent compounds, merely touching the tooth, as advised, could surely
only work if the patient has a very strong belief in its efficacy:
To draue a tothe wt out drauyng
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Take in janefere a nyve tre yat grouyt a bout a noke & boor on or ij hols in heme
& [stop?] ye holys clos & the gvce well rasort ther to thene take of yat gvce &
tuche ya tothe & yt well fall out
(“To draw a tooth without drawing / Take in January an ivy tree that grows about an oak and
bore one or two holes in it. Stop up the holes and the juice (sap) will gravitate to that point,
then take that sap and touch the tooth with it, and it will fall out”)
Another for the same
Take the gvce of jve & the juse of tetemall & ye pouder of ravens doung & put all
thes to gether & tuche yowr thothe wt all & yt well fall out
(“Another for the same / Take the juice (sap) of ivy and the juice of [tormentil?] and a powder
of ravens’ dung, mix all these together and touch your tooth with it and it will fall out”)
Even though there is something of a logical basis for these remedies, given the toxic and
astringent qualities of the ingredients, it is clear that folk belief plays a large and complex part:
there are countless superstitions about ivy, its association with death and graveyards, its being
green in January, its tenacity; plus the folklore surrounding nails, making holes in wood (and
transferring disease into the holes), and the oak being associated with strength (see Opie and
Tatem, Roud, etc.). Can we also detect a link between touch and cure – as with the “King’s
evil” (Thomas, 1971, pp. 227-242)?
Fairy beliefs: Again, there are various levels on which to view references to fairies, of which
there are a number in the notebook. Keith Thomas (1971) notes that “The very word ‘fairy’
was itself used … to convey the idea of a malignant disease of spiritual origin which could be
cured only by charming or exorcism.” (p. 725, see also pp. 217 and 219). You had to be careful
of fairies in the sixteenth century: they were regarded rather as evil spirits than the pretty little
winged creatures in the Cottingley photographs. There are several references in the notebook
on what to do for a person “taken with fary”. It is interesting that the word used is “with” and
not, as might be expected “by” (though it is feasible that this is where the phrase “away with
the fairies” originated). Stories of people being taken away “by” fairies abound in folklore. But
the Ince notebook’s main author seems to be using the term only to designate an otherwise
mysterious disease, where “taken with fary” literally means “afflicted by an unknown disease”;
moreover, the suggested remedies are not charms but, as usual, eminently more practical cures
based on herbs:
and yff a man woman or chylde happyne to be take with farye & yf ytt be not
knowyn the wiche thaye are dyssesyd be any maner of wies then take iiij or v whytt
(“and if a man, woman, or child happens to be ‘taken with fairy’ and if it cannot by any means
be ascertained with what disease they are afflicted, then take four or five wheat [white?] …”)
Whether wheat or white (name of plant missing) is meant is unclear, but the remedy
directs us to soak the plant’s roots, mix them with ale, strain through a linen cloth, and
administer four or five spoonfuls three or four times a day – “& he shalbe holl be gods grace
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for thys hayth bene pvyd for sartane” (“and he shall be cured by God’s grace, for this has been
proved for certain”).
However, there are a couple of references to a distinctly more magical association with
fairies:
To conjure the farys
Take consacrett russys & mayke a serkell of yan vndr a nelde tre at hye none daye
whyere on sunne duthe shyne & call shogernut 3 tyms & she shall rase before the
& the fore sayd serkle & theme shalte se a herb spryng before the & kepe in ye
serkle & theme shall lake nothing salong as you hays ye erbe....
(“To conjure the fairies. Take consecrated rushes [presumably rushes which had been used on
the floor of the parish church, as in the ‘rushbearing’ tradition] and make a circle of them under
an elder tree with the sun shining on it at high noon and call ‘sugar-nut’ three times and she
shall rise before you in the aforesaid circle and you shall see a herb spring up before you and
remain in the circle; you will be safe [‘lack nothing’] as long as you have this herb”)
There is no mention of why one might want or need to “conjure the fairies” unless to get
possession of the magic plant which would keep you safe. Elder has long been regarded as an
enchanted tree, associated with both good and bad luck and with witchcraft; in this case, the
elder would not only be instrumental in summoning the fairy, but would also protect the person
from any evil influence from the fairy (Opie and Tatem, 1989, pp. 137-139; Roud, pp. 165170). On p. 169 Roud cites a belief that might cast light on the spell’s exhortation to carry out
the ritual at noon, in a sunny spot: “It was unlucky to stand under an elder tree when the sun
was setting, because the elder tree was supposed to be the tree upon which Judas hanged
himself.” I suggest that the confusion about bad/good luck associated with the elder might
spring from its uncanny usefulness in herbal medicine: every single part of the plant was
employed, and it was one of the most cited herbs, “recommended for a bewildering variety of
ailments” (Roud, p. 166). The very properties of the plant are bewildering, the scented flowers,
for example, being antipyrexic and soothing while the stinking leaves are violently purgative
and emetic. The high profile of such a plant, coupled with its oddly contradictory properties,
would likely have associated it in the popular mind with “cunning” women and thence with
witches: enough said.
This fairy belief is embedded among the medicinal “recipes” along with a small number
of additional magic spells. The pages on which they appear are simply bound in towards the
middle of the notebook; however, the spells are written in a different, more scrawling hand in
a paler-coloured ink (or perhaps an inferior ink that has faded more quickly). This section ends
about a third the way down a page and then the original penmanship continues, without a break.
These spells illustrate how every possible source of aid was called upon in all aspects of
everyday life: traditional belief, common usage, the authority of learned men, and very
importantly, Christian belief:
ffor one kynde of thevyse yat be disposed to Robe a house or a gardyng or ane other
playse
that thevys in tham maye be bynd & nott to pass away …
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(“For the kind of thieves who aim to rob a house or a garden or any other place / in order to
bind and prevent the escape of these thieves …”)
This spell goes on to list the use of willow twigs, four wooden nails (or thorns – “nayles of
yorn”), and twine, but also employs an incantation, in this case invoking God’s help by turning
to the east and reciting a psalm and prayers. If a householder carried out this procedure
precisely, the would-be thief would then be unable to set foot outside the premises, and the
householder could apprehend him. “Carried out precisely” is important, as in many of the more
complicated folk rituals, because if your spell did not work, it must be that you failed to carry
it out to the letter, or, in the end, it simply was not God’s will that you would succeed. But such
spells satisfied a psychological need for protection from harm, and served as a welcome
additional aid alongside tangible devices such as fences, locks, and bolts.
The remedies recommended by the ancients, however bizarre the ingredients, were at
least so far rational as to consist of medicaments which were either ingested or applied
externally. In this context, we see further instances in folklore of “pushing reasoning too far”
as already suggested: the logic behind the remedies being forgotten, and the symbolism only
being preserved; moving firmly into the realms of magic, where the mere presence of the basic
ingredient would be effective. While the ancients advocated the ingestion of roast mice or
spiders for whooping cough, country people (while also maintaining the use of these cures)
might simply hang a dead frog, or a moleskin, around the neck of the patient as a sort of
protective amulet, or pass a spider three times around his or her head (often accompanied by
an incantation), and hope for relief that way (Roud, pp. 520-521; Radford and Radford,
“Whooping Cough”). Interestingly, such symbolic practices are largely absent from the
medicinal recipes in the notebook, which tend to rely on actual, tangible medicaments (apart
from one recipe which boldly claims that if you take a frog and dry it to a powder, simply
carrying this powder, especially around the neck, will prevent all bleeding). There is another
possible example of a symbolic practice in the “spells” section, as follows:
To open loks
Take the rots of vyolette & put ytt under an altr ix days & after wards saye ye patr
noustr & then put the erbs in the mouthe & when theme hast to open the loks bloue
& ye loke well opene
(“To open locks / Take violet roots and put them under an altar for nine days and afterwards
say the paternoster and then put the herbs in your mouth and when you want to open the lock
blow and the lock will open”)
The first rationale for this intriguing recommendation that occurred to me was the possibility
that violet roots (more correctly, rhizomes), at least when dried and powdered, could act as a
kind of early WD40 – in the same way as locksmiths use graphite powder to loosen a stiff or
rusty lock. There was a curious, possibly related, belief that if a cut was made in the hand and
a leaf of the vervain plant (not violet) inserted into it, that person could easily open any lock
(Eland, 2008). But it could also be illustrative, once again, of the principle that folk beliefs
begin with a grain of truth but later only the symbolism – the “magic” – is retained as they are
passed down orally. The rhizomes of the dog violet (Viola canina), powdered, are strongly
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emetic and purgative and were used as such (Grieve, 1931, p. 833). From the Middle Ages this
type of remedy was referred to as an “opening” medicine.11 Maybe it is this quality that
prompted its use as a spell for opening a lock.
It has been possible here to give no more than a flavour of this fascinating little notebook,
which packs in over two hundred “recipes” covering all manner of ailments and medical
situations. Its origins are still firmly with the ancients, Hippocrates, Galen, and Avicenna, but
we have seen how these teachings have been overlaid to some extent by folkloric additions,
and glossed with notes on actual usage in the real world of the sixteenth century. I will now
turn to some observations on the authorship of the notebook.
Part Two: History of the Notebook
Dr. John Glyn Smith, a retired GP, acquired this tiny leather-bound, handwritten notebook after
the death of its last owner, his wife’s grandfather. Experts consulted by Dr. Smith, after careful
examination of the binding, paper, inks, and orthography, have dated it to the mid-sixteenth
century. (Fascinatingly, a piece of parchment used as a protective inner cover for the notebook,
containing religious writing, has been dated to even earlier, the fifteenth century.)
Although several people appear to have made entries in the notebook over time, it has
been suggested that its main author could be one Dr. Christopher Langton, a physician
practising in London,12 and in any case that it may have been compiled by such a physician
with a view to eventual publication.13
In order to pursue his research, Dr. Smith taught himself to decipher the “secretary
hand”, a formal and internationally recognisable style of writing developed for commerce and
the law from the early sixteenth century and used by the main author in the notebook, and
attempted the transcription of many of the “recipes” and spells into both readable script that
preserves the original spellings, and modern English. Subsequently, Dr. Smith, with the help
of his wife and other members of his family, compiled a remarkable book of his own in A4
format: John Ince: His Illustrated Booke. Born 1675. A Unique Collection of Tudor Medical
Remedies (self-published, n.d.), a copy of which he generously donated to the Centre for
English Traditional Heritage. Gloriously illustrated on every page, this volume contains many
of the herbal “recipes”, photographs of pages from the original notebook, and Dr. Smith’s own
extensive and valuable annotations, including a comprehensive general overview of the
contemporary setting, describing many aspects of ordinary life in the sixteenth century, notably
how health and disease were viewed and managed, and information on the various families
concerned in the history of the notebook. A second work based on the notebook is an MPhil
thesis which further explores the possibility of its being the creation of a physician (Smith,
2014).
John Ince
So who is John Ince, and how does he get into the story? Dr. Smith has tried to trace what
happened to the original notebook after it left its authors’ hands. By 1675, the year of John
Ince’s birth, the wealthy Ince family had occupied Ince Hall, at Ince in Makerfield, near Wigan
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in Lancashire, for many years. Also living in Ince, and like the Ince family, Catholics at a time
when this could be dangerous, was the family of the famous herbalist, John Gerard (1545 1612). It is at least possible, as Dr. Smith conjectures (JIHB, p. 177), that the notebook passed
from Langton to the Gerards and thence to the Inces. We know for certain that John Ince (who
did not grow up to become a doctor) once owned the notebook because he wrote “John Ince
his booke born 1675” on several of the pages, and later “John Ince 1731”. However, how the
notebook eventually came to be among Mrs Smith’s grandfather’s effects in Grantham in the
twentieth century is still a complete mystery.
Dr. Christopher Langton
The main pointer to specific authorship rests on a comment added at the end of one of the
recipes in the original notebook which reads: “hec doctor laughem mte cetsos valde neq.” which
has been translated as “This, Doctor Langton master, considers useless” (Smith, 2014, p. 103).
Dr. Smith discovered that there was a physician called Langton living at this period. As a
university-trained practitioner, Christopher Langton (1521 - 1578) was steeped in the teachings
of Hippocrates and Galen, which constituted the medical orthodoxy of the day. He was for a
time employed as physician to Sir Thomas Gresham, like Langton educated at Cambridge, son
of a rich merchant who supplied goods to Henry VIII (Sir Thomas would become successively
a friend of Edward VI, Queen Mary, and Queen Elizabeth), and sometime Sheriff of London.14
Originally elected to the Royal College of Physicians (RCP) in 1552,15 Langton seems to have
fallen foul of that body for various reasons, most particularly a tendency to debauched
behaviour in which he was caught and subsequently publicly humiliated,16 all of which led to
his being summarily ejected from the RCP in 1558.
Difficulties with theories of professional authorship
The first point to note is that the principal author of the notebook was prepared to cast doubt
on orthodoxy, recording many empirical findings about cases and which remedies actually
“worked”, and this alone would bring authorship by a university-trained physician, and in
particular Langton, into doubt. Langton certainly wrote three books, the most important entitled
An Introduction into Phisycke With an Vniuersal Dyet, (c1545). Both he and another physician,
William Bullein, devote sections of their works (Langton, c1545, pp. vii-xi, Bullein, 1558, pp.
vi-vii) to condemning what they see as a rejection of strict orthodoxy among their
contemporaries, cataloguing the three “sects” of physicians of their time: the Emperici, the
Methodici, and the Dogmatici. Both authors revile the Emperici and the Methodici for moving
away from the sacrosanct teachings of Hippocrates and Galen, still espoused by the Dogmatici,
the sect to which Langton and Bullein proudly adhere: “These be the wyse men whiche sette
not the carte before ye horse, nor the rootes of the trees vpwarde” in Bullein’s vivid imagery
(p. vii). Empiricism – basing remedies on personal experiment and experience – was firmly
rejected and reviled by the Royal College of Physicians, at this time clinging rather desperately
to their power, soon to be overturned by explosive new findings on anatomy and physiology17
and the ideas of thrusting young physicians in continental Europe, not to mention the
clamourings of the indigenous apothecaries and barber-surgeons to be allowed their place at
the doctors’ table (Booth, 2018).
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The notebook’s authors are aware of the ancients’ remedies, but only half-remember
what they advocated; here is an example:
“Apostles’ Ointment”
To mayke a plastr for an oulde sore to clene yt & to kell ded fleshe & abayte proud
fleshe – unguentum apostelern
Take verde grece & grende hem small & put vinegar to heme & clarifyd hunne &
boyell them well together
(“To make a poultice for a lingering sore, to clean it, remove necrotic tissue, and smooth scar
tissue – Apostles’ Ointment / Take Verdigris and grind it small, add vinegar and clarified honey
and boil them together thoroughly”)
Avicenna is credited with the invention of “Unguentum Apostolorum”,18 originally a
“dodecapharmacum” (one of a number of medicaments containing twelve ingredients (hence,
presumably, “Apostles’ ”) – made of “turpentine” (pine resin), wax, gum ammoniac, birthwort
roots, frankincense resin, bdellium, myrrh, galbanum, opoponax, verdigris, litharge, and olive
oil, all mixed with vinegar. The recipe in the notebook was clearly a poor man’s version – or
the other ingredients had been gradually forgotten by people who did not have access to the
ancient writings.
Turning to some comments on the orthography and writing style in the notebook: how
do they compare with other medical treatises of the time? The contents of the Ince notebook,
at least those written by the main author, are beautifully laid out, with elegant calligraphy,
headings in red ink and the body of the recipes in black. But we note that, even by the
conventions of the day, when spelling and grammar had yet to be standardised, the style
employed in the notebook does not seem to be that of a particularly learned person. Spellings
are inventive and can differ much more wildly than is seen in printed books of the time, often
within the same line of text; very little if any punctuation is used. Of course this could be
explained by the notebook being exactly that – a collection of notes intended to be tidied up
later – but if these are rough notes, why do they appear so neat and careful in their layout on
the page?
Other possible theories of authorship
Was the author a medical student?
It is not impossible that this notebook was a fair copy of notes taken by a medical student
during lectures from a Master (though probably not Dr. Christopher Langton who, as we have
seen, thought it shocking to question the ancients. Moreover, the comment “doctor laughem
master finds this to be useless” is in the third person and implies a gloss by someone else). The
neat layout and careful use of coloured inks employed on most of the pages in the notebook
could represent a readable script written up later from more hasty notes, possibly taken during
lectures, as a vade mecum for a student doctor.
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Vade mecums for the use of physicians, which were superficially similar to the Ince
notebook in form in that they were small, compact, leather-bound, with little leather strings by
which they could have been attached to a belt, or similar, had been widely copied by scribes
and made commercially available since at least the turn of the fifteenth century, and continued
to be sold in handwritten form well after the introduction of printing (Jones, 1997, p. 33,
Burlinson, 2016, pp. 6-7). The Ince notebook contains a brief description of the humoral
system, and notes on the principal “complexions” (physical manifestations) relating to the
different humours. There is a glossary of the different compound medicines then in use
(electuaries, lozenges, robs, decoctions, etc.), and notes on apothecary’s weights and measures,
the practice of bloodletting and when best to conduct it throughout the year, and the principles
of leading a sober and healthy life. What is striking, and which casts doubt on its being a shopbought vade mecum, is the absence of “astrological charts, a calendar, a canon of solar eclipses
… and an analysis of urines” (complete with coloured illustrations) (Jones, 1997, p. 33), all of
which were the standard contents of commercially available examples. Moreover, the vade
mecums sold to physicians were written not in the vernacular but in Latin (Dempsey, 2018).
Are these notes for a proposed publication?
If the notebook was intended for eventual publication, the author(s) could have been outlining
the humoral system etc. in a simplified form for a lay audience. At this point in history we are
seeing a shift from an insistence on maintaining a grip on arcane knowledge to a move towards
making medical texts available to the general public. William Turner (c1509 - 1568), a
naturalist who wrote one of the very first herbals in the vernacular,19 admits in his preface that
he expects to be criticised for divulging to the layperson what should have been reserved for a
professional audience. However, there is a complication here in that the recipes in the Ince
notebook are rendered in not one but three distinct hands; surely it would have been highly
unusual that a joint publication was intended?
Was the author an apothecary?
It has been stated (by a spokesperson for the Guild of Apothecaries, to whom Dr. Smith showed
the notebook) that the notebook is not the work of an apothecary. However, the apothecaries
were not incorporated until 1617, well after the notebook is said to have been written, and the
designation of “apothecary” was much more informal in the mid-sixteenth century (they were
part of the Grocers’ Guild at that time).20 Though the Galenic system was later to collapse, as
surgeons, barber-surgeons, and apothecaries vigorously pursued their campaigns to be granted
the legal right to practise medicine, at the time of the notebook, the Oxbridge-educated
members of the Royal College of Physicians were trying to maintain a firm grip on medical
knowledge and practice (Lane Furdell, p. xi). In a work of 1562, the physician William Bullein
robustly outlines his ideas of the limited duties and subordinate status of an apothecary of the
time. Interestingly, he advocates that an apothecary should be able to read – and even read
Latin (he should be familiar with the works of Dioscorides). But among many other
exhortations, to cleanliness, order, honesty, and knowledgeable efficiency, are the following:
“That he meddle only with his vocation” and even more tellingly: “That he do remember that
his office is only to be ye physician’s cooke”. In other words, an apothecary was a man who
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acted as a sort of pharmacist: the physician would prescribe, and the apothecary would simply
compound the remedy based on his instructions (and in the notebook, the compounding of
remedies is the major focus).
The notes on bloodletting are also interesting. Part of the notebook takes the reader
through the year, detailing, by month and date, what foods are advisable to eat or to avoid, and
when are the best times to take blood. Without actually mentioning the humours at this point,
their influence is present in the choice of (hot) cooked meats in the cold months and lettuce
and cold water in the warmer months. Again, without using the terms in which astrological
influences are usually invoked in the old texts, their influence is implicit in the notebook’s
author’s suggestion that certain named days of the month are fine for bloodletting, while others
are “ryght parlous” – downright dangerous. But the comparative absence of detail with respect
to actual body sites for bloodletting – as perhaps leaving this learned esoterica to the doctors –
lends weight to the suggestion that the notebook’s author was an apothecary (or an apprentice
apothecary) rather than a physician. William Bullein, who was a physician, gives very precise
and detailed instructions on which veins to open for which illnesses (1558), a subject on which
the notebook is vague and sketchy. On p. xxiv Bullein directs that “Vaines called Originales,
open not without great coūsaile of a learned Physicion, or cun∣nyng Chirurgiō” – a “Chirurgio”
being a reference to a barber-surgeon (and making sure he was an experienced practitioner).
So here again we see a physician prescribing, and the apothecary (or barber-surgeon: the
distinctions were blurred) simply carrying out the physician’s instructions.
A completely different theory of authorship
There is yet another potential source of authorship which has not hitherto been considered, and
which firmly places the notebook back into the realms of “the folk”. Recent scholarship,
synthesised by, among others, Elaine Leong (2013), documents the existence, in various
archives and libraries, of “hundreds” of “leather-bound notebook[s] filled with medical recipes
… a repository of household medical knowledge” (p. 83) compiled in English by upper-class
families (that is, people who could read and write and had the funds to buy writing materials)
from the early modern period onwards. It has become clear that ordinary householders of the
time had more access to medical knowledge than has been assumed, gleaning the recipes in
their notebooks from printed works, friends, apothecaries, and other medical personnel they
may have consulted or knew of by reputation. These “family notebooks”21 were carefully
documented and preserved, and added to, as were companion volumes of culinary recipes, by
successive generations of family members. Leong refers to these recipe books as lying “at the
heart of the household” (p. 95); so invaluable were they deemed to be, that a certain amount of
rivalry often crept in as to right of ownership among siblings when it came to inheriting them.
Interestingly, Leong makes reference (p. 83) to “ownership notes” in the front of many of these
notebooks – as we see with “John Ince his Booke”.22 Modern scholarship is moving away from
the traditional assumption that all knowledge was created in universities and other places of
academe, and has acknowledged that “the early modern domestic space” was itself “a site of
knowledge production” (p. 82). This is long overdue, and helps to overturn the unfortunate but
long-held view among academic historians that oral history and vernacular tradition are not
worthy of notice. It is entirely possible that the notebook under discussion here is an early
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example of just such a compilation,23 feasibly belonging to the Ince family, who were certainly
members of the relevant social stratum. Among the pointers to this provenance are:
•

Frequently used addenda on the lines of (in modern English) “if you do this, you
will be cured” and “this is tried and tested” (“provyd” or even simply “P” in the
notebook); these have a domestic rather than a scholarly feel, and careful readings
of some of the actual contemporary academic works (e.g. Langton, Bullein) show
that such comments are absent there, conceivably because physicians’ commenting
on the possible fallibility of the ancients was proscribed.

•

The frequent use of the word “Another”. This heading is used when a recipe has
been given for a specific complaint, or to help a specific organ, and the very next
recipe addresses the same issue. Also seen is “Another for the same”. This is
reminiscent of personal compilations of culinary recipes made in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries by members of my own family; such
compilations have indeed been commonplace since the early modern period, once
writing became widespread (Leong, p. 95).

•

While trained physicians invoked humours, the zodiac, and acts of God to explain
the incidence of disease, they did not attribute agency to fairies, as the notebook’s
authors do in some of the recipes, again suggesting that traditional beliefs are being
referred to.

•

Multiple authorship by different family members could also explain the various
handwritings used, the marginalia, and the crossings-out (Leong notes [p. 92] that
family members who decided that a particular recipe did not work for them would
strike it through). Moreover, it was commonplace (p. 91) to sign one’s name against
a “tried and tested” recipe (cf “John Ince 1731”).

•

As subsequent information was added to a collection, the family books may have
been rebound, and pages in different hands are found interleaved with the original
ones – as here. The Ince notebook begins with “ague”, but there is little attempt at
alphabetic or any other order thereafter; failure to continue this might indicate the
book was re-collated at some stage. It was almost certainly rebound, because on
some pages the words nearest the central right-hand margins disappear into the
binding.

•

Recipes collected from named persons, either through personal acquaintance or by
reputation, are also commonly seen in these family notebooks, according to Leong
(p. 94), and again in the Ince notebook we see recipes variously “taught to the lord
marcus dorset”; one “provyd be mastr ot well”, one “provyd by master Robart
Wireyn” and one said to have been used by “mastr gylberd kymer dene of
Salisbury”. This person we can identify: Gilbert Kymer (d. 1463) was certainly
Dean of Salisbury Cathedral, and a Chancellor of Oxford University, while also
practising as a physician in the household of the Duke of Gloucester. (Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography):
https://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/od
nb-9780198614128-e15820;jsessionid=152D25DA2E9BB3D05E79B0375A6C04C7
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•

It might be thought that the lists of apothecary’s measures, compounds, and notes
on bloodletting would denote a scholarly origin; but such information does
apparently appear in these family notebooks (Leong, p. 93).

•

The use of the word “doctor” (“doctor laughem”) does not necessarily designate a
physician in the modern sense. Medicine seems to have been something of a freefor-all in the sixteenth century, where different groups of people with varying
levels of training and experience were vying for their place in the hierarchy. Leong
(p. 94) refers to one “family notebook” whose authors “collected recipes from men
they addressed as ‘Dr’ ”) which nicely captures the ambiguity.

•

Perhaps the most heretical suggestion, in view of the theories of the Ince
notebook’s authorship advanced by Dr. Smith and Lesley Smith, is the notion that
the author or authors may have been (largely) female (Leong, p. 93). Another
scholar, Monica Green, goes so far as to suggest that such medicinal recipe books
“can be considered the first genre of women’s medical writing” (2008, p. 301).

•

The use of secretary hand in the notebook, considered the preserve of men at that
time, would seem to militate against the theory of female authorship, but we find,
for instance, that “Lady Anne Fanshawe … commission[ed] a scribe, Joseph
Averie, to make a copy of her mother Margaret Harrison's collection” (Leong, p.
91). It had been the convention since medieval times for scribes to use red ink for
their headings; in fact specialist “rubricators” could be employed for just that
purpose (Jones, 1997, p. 44).

We will almost certainly never know precisely who compiled the Ince notebook. I have not so
far even touched on some of the curious additional contents of the notebook such as, on the
very first page, a reference to a writ issued to one Lenerd Smyth; or later a ship’s manifest,
dealing with “sawed bourdes” and other timbers, dated to 1553. These bizarre insertions can
perhaps be explained by the fact that paper was such a precious commodity at the time, that
any piece of it would have been seized upon to record important information in a “back of the
envelope” sort of way. But whatever its authorship may be, the Ince manuscript is certainly a
fascinating, vivid, and valuable window into an aspect of life five centuries ago, and scholars
and researchers will be grateful to Dr. Smith for bringing it to light and for all the important
and meticulous work which he devoted to it over many years.
Notes
1. Paracelsus (1493 - 1541), famous as a physician in his own day and later to be called “the
father of chemistry”, though an enthusiastic proponent of the Doctrine of Signatures, robustly
anathematised Galen’s teaching, so much so that he burned his writings in public (Bennett,
2008). Andreas Vesalius (1514 - 1564) wrote, from his own observations, the first detailed
(and beautifully illustrated) account of human anatomy of the modern era, which in many cases
contradicted the dogmatic (but erroneous) statements of the ancients on this subject and
rendered them impossible to maintain any longer. There is no indication that the author(s) of
the notebook had any knowledge of either Paracelsus or Vesalius.
When I started to train as a herbalist my father-in-law said, “Oh, so you’ll be making
oppidildocs” (a delicious word which I had never heard, but was clearly used among his family
in Luton to mean weird and unpronounceable patent medicaments). The word goes all the way
back to Paracelsus who is said to have invented and named an aromatic liniment – oppodeltoch
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– made with opoponax, bdellium and aristolochia. A patent version came into commerce from
the eighteenth century and became very well known, especially in America, where “Old
Opodeldoc” was used to designate a comic doctor in fiction: see, for example, Edgar Allan
Poe’s short story, The Literary Life of Thingum Bob, Esq.
https://collections.rmg.co.uk/collections/objects/564133.html
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Literary_Life_of_Thingum_Bob,_Esq.
“Oppodildoc” also appears as an ingredient in a booklet of herbal cures and advice, The Art of
Healing, produced in Sheffield by a “Medical Botanist”, William Geal (undated, but probably
late nineteenth century), to which Paul Smith kindly drew my attention.
2. Indeed, a liniment made from earthworms boiled in oil was a wellknown remedy, promoted
by Paracelsus, and widely available in commerce well into the nineteenth century under the
name “Ol lumbricor”. This would have been in keeping with “sympathetic” medicine – the use
of worms to treat “worms”. Scabies, a parasitic skin infestation, could well have been
interpreted as being caused by worms because the mites’ burrows under the skin surface
resemble worm tracks.
https://earlymodernmedicine.com/
https://ridiculouslyinteresting.com/2019/07/15/earthworm-oil/
https://www.webmd.com/skin-problems-and-treatments/ss/slideshow-scabies-overview
3. For this and subsequent transcriptions from the notebook into modern English, I am indebted
to Glyn Smith’s mastering of “secretary hand” and the work he did on elucidating the medical
and botanical terminology of the sixteenth century. The notebook reflects a confusion which
arose after printing was introduced in England, wherein the letter Y came into use instead of
[Þ], whose modern equivalent is the digraph th in word-initial position. This sound is often
represented by the letter y in the notebook.
4. A similar thing may have happened with the practice of bloodletting. Originally rationalised
under the humoral system (if a person was too “sanguine”, an excess of blood had to be
corrected by removing some blood), there are various conditions in which the practice would
have been genuinely therapeutic. A genetic condition called haemochromatosis, for example,
leads to a dangerous concentration of iron in the blood, and its management to this day requires
regular bloodletting. Haemochromatosis is not all that rare; bloodletting at any time in history
would have brought about a dramatic alleviation of its accompanying symptoms of weakness,
lethargy, and joint and abdominal pains. What was good for one thing came to be seen as good
for all – a principle that is not entirely absent from promotions by drug companies in the present
day.
5. This quotation comes from the text of a “Plough Play” discovered by Dr. Smith and
performed by the Idle Plough Jags in Clayworth, Nottinghamshire, in 1984.
http://www.ournottinghamshire.org.uk/page/the_clayworth_plough_play?path=0p2p133p
Elecampane also features in a number of other mummers’ plays, often garbled through oral
transmission. The earliest known example is the Islip Mummers’ Play of 1780 in which
“Alecampain” features in one of the Doctor’s speeches (M. J. Preston, “The Oldest British Folk
Play”, Folklore Forum, VI, 3 (1973), 168-174). Two further examples appear in E. R. R. Green,
“Christmas Rhymers and Mummers”, Ulster Journal of Archaeology, 9 (1946), 3-21. In the
first (17), the Doctor says: “I have a wee bottle in the waistband of my breeches/They call
hokerum-stokerum, allycome-tale”. The second features in the “Christmas play from
Dromore” dated 1886, where the Doctor describes his medicine (19): “The light and the livers
of the creepy stool/And the brains and housel of the hatchet,/the oil of the stag, and the grey
mare’s leg,/…/I’ve a little bottle here/…/Called hokey pokey, eleigen pain”, which Green
glosses as: “Elecampane, a well-known seventeenth-century remedy.” I am grateful to Paul
Smith and Peter Millington for pointing me to these references.
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6. We make an egregious mistake when we imagine that human beings sprang into existence
from nowhere, fully formed, with no knowledge whatsoever of the plants they found around
them, and that it was a process of “trial and error”, at some hazy but specific point in (human)
prehistory, that established which were useful and which poisonous. Human beings are directly
descended from animals which had known perfectly well, for countless generations past, what
was safe to eat. Many animals today use plants in a medicinal way. Chimpanzees are observed
to seek out and eat bitter plants – which they normally ignore – when they have stomach upsets
(bitters would help). Even birds are known to nip off pieces of aromatic plants like thyme or
sage and line their nests with them (in the 2021 nesting season I myself watched a bluetit
picking off tips from a sage plant); the volatile principles in these herbs would act to repel fleas
and other insects which might otherwise infest the nest and its occupants (Engel, 2002).
7. Until the mid-sixteenth century anatomical knowledge was still sketchy, largely because
dissection of the human body had long been outlawed by the Church. A “sinew” could be any
fibrous structure in the body, e.g. a tendon or even a nerve; also possibly the fleshy web
between the thumb and first finger.
https://web.stanford.edu/class/history13/earlysciencelab/body/nervespages/nerves.html
8. This is based to some extent on real risk, though the most serious danger involves an
extremely rare fungal infection rather than tetanus.
9. The word “stale” applied to ale at this time meant merely that it had ceased fermenting and
gone clear, not that it was past its best. Stale ale features in a number of the recipes here.
https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~pwp/tofi/medieval_english_ale.html
10. In antiquity, in the system of mystical/symbolic numbers established by Pythagoras, 3 was
the most important, and signified dynamism, while 4, the first square, symbolised stability (and
even death), and 3 + 4 = 7. According to Hippocrates: “the number 7, because of its occult
virtues, tends to bring all things into being: it is the dispenser of life and the source of all change
– for the moon itself changes its phase every 7 days. This number influences all divine beings.”
(Laroche, 570). Nine (3 x 3) was another important number. The number 12, as the product of
the magical numbers 3 and 4, was also deeply symbolic of “cosmic order” (Laroche, 572) –
signs of the Zodiac; hours in the day; months in the year; quite apart from the biblical
connotations.
11. Late Middle English; the earliest recorded use of the term is found in writings by John
Trevisa (c1342 - ?1402), a translator and contemporary of Chaucer.
Lexico, https://www.lexico.com/definition/opening_medicine
12. A theory advanced by Dr. Smith, and considered by Smith, 2014, pp. 103-104.
13. Smith, JIHB, p. 123, Smith, 2014, p. 9.
14. See http://www.tudorplace.com.ar/Bios/ThomasGresham.htm
15. See https://history.rcplondon.ac.uk/inspiring-physicians/christopher-langton
16. Langton seems to have been given a kind of skimmity ride: “on 16th June, 1563, he was,
for his incontinency, carted through London in ridiculous attire” (Charles Henry Cooper,
Athenae Cantabrigienses, vol. i, p. 397). According to the Dictionary of National Biography,
this “incontinency” involved “an intrigue with two girls”. Henry Machyn actually witnessed
his disgrace: “xvj day of June dyd ryd in a care [to the] yeld-hall docthur Langton the
phesyssyon in a g[own] of damaske lynyd with velvett and a cott of velvett . . . . and a cape of
velvett, and he had pynd a bluw ho[od on] ys cap, and so cam thrugh Chepe-syd on the market
[day,] and so a-bowtt London, for was taken with ij wenchys yonge at-ones.” (The Diary of
Henry Machyn, Citizen and Merchant-Taylor of London, 1550-1563. Originally published by
the Camden Society, London, 1848, p. 809.)
17. University-trained physicians in the sixteenth century still relied on the writings of Galen
for their anatomical and physiological knowledge. Although rightly acclaimed as a pioneer in
these fields, Galen was hampered by the fact that the dissection of human cadavers was
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outlawed by the Church in his day so he had to work on monkeys, and later, pigs, which meant
he made many mistakes in seeking to extrapolate his findings to the human body (Conner,
2017). This was to change only in 1543, when Andreas Vesalius published his seminal and at
the time controversial work, De humani corporis fabrica, complete with beautiful fold-out
illustrations based on his own dissections. In fact Vesalius was among the first to show that
Galen could no longer be regarded as infallible.
18. Recipe 442 in The Canon of Medicine, Vol.1, Part 11, completed 1025, originally in Arabic,
first printed in Latin in Rome in 1593. Unlike the Dogmatici, Avicenna was, though not
specifically named as such, an empiricist, who relied on trusted remedies which had been
proved effective by experience; he also made comments on synergy – how compounds could
have stronger effects than might be expected from the known effects of the individual
components. See also Bullein, 1562, p. 31.
https://amp.en.google-info.org/38614514/1/dodecapharmacum.html
19. Originally published in Latin as Libellus de Re herbaria novus (1538) Turner reissued it in
English translation (as A New Herball, in three volumes, 1551-1568) because, unlike most of
his academic contemporaries, he believed that medical knowledge should not be withheld from
ordinary people. It was certainly “new” in that, rather than relying slavishly on the writings of
the ancients (as had been usual), it contains many original personal findings and observations.
20. The Worshipful Society of Apothecaries:
https://www.apothecaries.org/history/origins/
21. We need to take great care not to look at the past through the lens of the present, and to
assume that early medical writings were invariably the work of, and for, trained personnel. One
MPhil thesis (Jones, 1997) explores what is at first sight a “vade mecum” (MS Hunter
117/T.5.19 in Glasgow University Library), and Jones assumes unquestioningly that it is both
the work of a professional, and intended for the use of other professionals. However, the MS
examined by Jones is different from works known to be aimed at doctors, which are typically
laid out in a logical order, often with an index; Jones puzzles over the “chaotic” ordering of the
recipes, the “commonplace book” air of the writing, and the use of several distinct
orthographies (p. 5): maybe a present-day analysis could show this and other similar works to
have been “family notebooks” rather than practitioner’s manuals.
22. Apart from John Ince’s “ownership note” at the top of the first page of the notebook, the
other recordings of his name are found randomly, even once in the middle of a page between
recipes, which begs the question, why there? It is at least feasible that the marking was made
against a recipe that John Ince tried for himself, especially as it records a date (1731).
23. One example (MS 258) is located in the archives of the University of Aberdeen and parts
can be read online. Dated to the fifteenth century, written in Middle English in secretary hand,
the contents look uncannily like those of the Ince notebook.
https://calm.abdn.ac.uk/archives/GetDocument.ashx?db=Catalog&fname=MS+258.pdf
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APPENDIX
Sample pages from the notebook

Figure 1. The notebook as it appears today. The carrying section to the left, to which strings
were once tied to affix the book to a belt (remains are just visible), would have been attached
at the top edge of the book.
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Figure 2. A page from the notebook in the neat secretary hand mainly used. Note the
“rubricated” headings typical of a professional scrivener. All but one recipe end with the word
“provyd” – these ones worked.
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Figure 3. A four-page section of mainly magical recipes appears in the middle of the notebook,
in a second handwriting style and using a very different tone. This section ends about a third
of the way down the fourth page, at which point the original, main hand commences again
without a break.
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Figure 4. A third hand takes over towards the end of the notebook, with a few more pages of
herbal cures. The second recipe on this page is aimed at “a man … takyn wt the farys” and is
made up of herbs that could help constipation. Testament to the efficacy of these remedies is
asserted by the words “ytt well hel heme” and “yt shalbe holl”.
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